
Information Technology Executive Council 
AGENDA 

June 2, 2009, 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 p.m. 
Video Conference 

Fairbanks: Butrovich 204, Sherman Carter Conference Room 
Anchorage: ADMINISTRATION 204 

Juneau: Chancellor‟s Conference Room (Hendricks)  

 

FACILITATORS Joe Trubacz 

NOTE TAKER Steve Mullins 

PARTICIPANTS 
Mike Driscoll, Carol Griffin, Saichi Oba, Pat Pitney, John Pugh (absent), Bruce Schultz, Buck 
Sharpton (absent), Steve Smith, and Joe Trubacz 

EX-OFFICIO 

PARTICIPANTS 
Faculty Alliance (Marsha Sousa), Staff Alliance (Dana Platta substituting for Jason Davis)  

GUESTS 

Julie Larweth, Russ O‟Hare, and the Portfolio Management Team members: Rich Whitney, Rick 
Weems (absent), Karl Kowalski, Stuart Roberts, Michael Ciri (absent), Barbara Hyde, Rory O‟Neill, 
Raye Ann Robinson, Vickie Gilligan (absent), Mary Gower, Michael Earnest 

A g e n d a  to p ic s 

1. Agenda additions (Joe Trubacz) 
 
2. Public / Visitor Comments (Joe Trubacz) 
 
3. Changes to prior minutes.  See “Attachment #1, ITEC 5-05-09 notes.pdf.” 
 
4. Review of decisions made at the prior meeting.  Follow-up on Tabled Action Items.  
(See next page.) 

 
5. Update on Review of Automation at Statewide (Steve Smith, Joe Trubacz, and Charlie 
Dexter) 2 minutes  
 
6. Portfolio Management Team (PMT) discussion – (Joe Trubacz) 20 minutes 
 1. If we utilize the Databrowser replacement project as a case study, PMT should 1) monitor 
  projects, 2) provide status updates to ITEC, and 3) escalate when necessary to ITEC. 
  Where does PMT responsibility start and stop? 
  What are ITEC responsibilities? 
  Where does Business Council responsibility start and stop with respect to ITEC?  For 
  example, if there‟s replication, could ITEC delegate „resourcing‟ to Business Council and 
  focus on strategy definition? 
 2. What is PMT‟s role for existing areas or projects that require attention? 
 3. How does PMT obtain strategic guidance from ITEC?  (Perhaps answered already – the 
  idea has been put forward to have the PMT chair visit on an as needed basis with ITEC). 
 4. Red Flag. 
 
7. Academic representation on PMT (Steve Smith and ITEC) 5 minutes. 
 
8. If quorum present, ITEC to discuss and potentially declare “Electronic Timesheets” as 
a system priority (Joe Trubacz and Pat Pitney) 10 minutes 
 
9. Budget update (Joe Trubacz) 2 minutes  
 
10. “ITEC Charge to Improve User Access to Technology-Based Resources and 

Information.” (Rory O’Neill) 5 minutes (See attachment #2, “Improving University of 
Alaska Online Services.pdf”). 



 
11. Update on Strategic Planning Exercise (Joe Trubacz) 2 seconds.  Results of Sungard 
reference check conducted by Joe Trubacz. 
 
12. PCI Compliance (Joe Trubacz) 2 minutes  
 
13. FY11 Capital Budget requests (Julie Larweth) 5 minutes 
 Banner Enrollment Management Systems (Saichi)  5 minutes 
 
14. Minimum Data Security Standards (Russ O’Hare and Steve Smith) 5 minutes See 
attachments #3, “Memorandum to ITEC Data Classification (Executive summary), “Data 
Classification Draft Reg 10A” #4, and “Recommend Best Security Practices for the Protection of 

Electronic Data at the University of Alaska,” #5.  LOOKING FOR APPROVAL of Attachment #4. 
 
15. August ITEC meeting and FY11 Budget Face to Face scheduling conflict   

Unaddressed action items 
1. Provide documentation for u-pay technology to ITEC (Action Item for Joe Trubacz).  Referred to Business Council. 
2. Provide next steps for Touchnet pilot to expand to all UA departments (Action Item for Joe Trubacz).  Referred to 

Business Council. 
3. Generate and provide a schedule for electronic stores / shopping cart technology (Action Item for Joe Trubacz).  

Referred to Business Council. 
4. Provide Skillsoft link to ITEC for review of potential solution for training (Action Item for Pat Pitney).  

5. During discussions at the last ITEC meeting on the topic of “Red Flag,” various members of ITEC advised Joe 

Trubacz to utilize a “PMT-like group” to address Red Flag tasks.  Ensure the Chief Security Officer, Kerry Digou, is 
included (Action Item for Joe Trubacz). 

Highlight of decisions made in last meeting 
1. A quorum was not present at the last meeting; therefore, no decisions were made. 

Future agenda items: 
1. Make presentation at July ITEC meeting regarding feasibility study on Banner outsource (Action Item for Jim 

Durkee). 
2. Summary report regarding UAA Bandwidth upgrades for UAA community campuses (Action Item for CMT).  

Tabled action items: 
1. Communication Plan (Letter to the Community) for rolling out IT governance to UA when time permits. 
2. What are the hardware maintenance costs for the Banner Enrollment Management System project?  UPDATE: 

Addressed today as part of FY11 discussion. 

 

Next ITEC meeting: July 7, 9:00 am – 11:00 am 



 

 

 
1.0 PUBLIC/VISITOR COMMENTS / Agenda 

additions 
TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION No comments.  The topic of “Course Management Systems” is added to the agenda.  

 

 

 
2.0 Prior Minutes TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION Approved with no changes. 

 

 

 

10 MINUTES 
3.0 Review of “Unaddressed action items,” 

“Highlight of decisions made in last 
meeting,” “Future agenda items,” and 
“Tabled action items” 

TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION 

Unaddressed Action Items: 

 Items 1,2,and 3 referred to Business Council.  Raye Ann also provided a basic overview of the 

costs for Item 3: “Shopping Mall,” costing $24,500 annually divided between campuses.  $12,500 will be 
needed for one time training. 
 Item 4: See Action Items below regarding Skillsoft. 

 Item 5: Red Flag conversation will be discussed during the main agenda (number 6), 
discussions of relationship between ITEC and PMT. 
 
Future agenda items: 
 Regarding item 2: Michael Driscoll requested Steve Smith encourage OIT personnel to quickly 

develop and finalize the revised network architecture for UAA Bandwidth upgrades.  
 
Tabled Action Items: 
 Item 2: Saichi provided a basic update on BEMS.  The question was asked “Why just the 

hardware costs?”  Answer from Joe: We need to look at total costs. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Contact Anne Sakumoto – “Can Skillsoft be customized with UA specific 
training materials?”  “How will contractors utilize Skillsoft?”   “What is 
the fee for Skillsoft customizations?” 

 
Make presentation at August ITEC meeting regarding feasibility study 
on Banner outsource 
 

As requested by ITEC, generate Communication Plan (Letter to the 
community) before the end of the summer (Tabled Action Item 1).  

PMO 
 
 

Durkee 
 
 
PMO 

 

August meeting 
 
 

August meeting 
 
 
Draft by 

August meeting 

 

 

5 MINUTES 4.0 Review of Automation at Statewide SMITH 

DISCUSSION 

Charlie Dexter is actively working on the assessment of automation at statewide.  Charlie has completed 
the core interviews at Statewide.  He will be conducting interviews at MAUs in the next few weeks.  With 

an eye to containing costs, he will be conducting face-to-face interviews where appropriate. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Present findings at next ITEC meeting. Charlie Dexter July 7, 2009 

 



 

 

 

40 MINUTES 5.0 Portfolio Management Team discussion PMT, ITEC 

CONCLUSIONS 

Joe:  ITEC is a strategic body that sets direction.  ITEC prioritizes projects.  Implementation on the other 
hand is given to the PMT for management of the projects.  If there is a conflict, then escalate to ITEC 
from PMT.  The core management should be at the PMT.  Saichi: ITEC has not been strategic in the start 
of the group.  ITEC should be concerned with high order strategy.  PMT and CMT are the technical 
experts.  Joe: ITEC and the other groups are evolving over the next year.  Carol:  Is concerned about 

strategy being ground in financial reality.  Joe:  There needs to be an interaction between ITEC and 
Business Council.  Steve: PMT should do the work specifically on projects and providing due diligence.  
Problems in the past with ACAS projects – they did not account for all associated costs.  “What are the 
ongoing resources needed?” Carol: PMT needs to be prepared with data in advance of making decisions.  

Michael Driscoll:  Development with the “Discovery Proposals” are a good thing from the PMO.  
JOE: Comments from PMT members? Karl:  How do these new groups function in the midst of the 
existing groups?  CMT would evaluate technologies and hand-off to the PMT….then hands-off to ITEC.  
ITEC would work with Business Council to find the funding…system resources would come from PMT.  

Pat:  Role of the PMT is to monitor, status, and alerting of projects.  Rory:  PMT is still evaluating which 
projects go on its radar.  ITEC should see the list that PMT has generated.  ACTION ITEM put portfolio 
forward to ITEC.  Karl: How do you balance ongoing maintenance (Banner 8) against true projects.  
Steve: Prioritization sits at the ITEC.  Pat and Michael: ITEC needs to see the PMT project list.  Rich:  Key 

responsibility razor sharp focus on portfolio of projects and inform ITEC and CMT.  Concurs that the list 
of PMT projects should be reviewed by ITEC.   
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

The PMT portfolio should be sent out to ITEC a week in advance of the 
July 7, 2009 meeting. 

 
PMT should provide quarterly updates to ITEC 

PMO  
 

 
PMT Chair 

July 7, 2009 
 

 
 

 

 

5 MINUTES 6.0 Red Flag  (Item 6.4 on the agenda) JOE TRUBACZ 

DISCUSSION 

Joe provided background on the FTC Red Flag program….identity theft issues.  UA has leveraged 

documentation from other universities.  It is thought that the PMT should take this task on.  PMT should 
review what it would take to implement.  Individuals should review what is going in front of the Board of 
the Regents for this week.  JOE:  Estimates that this will take four to six months to bring up and running.   

CONCLUSIONS 
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

The PMT and CMT should be alerted to the Red Flag program. 

 
Include Kerry Digou in the activities. 

Joe Trubacz / PMO 

 
 

 
 

 

10 MINUTES 7.0 Academic Representation on the PMT ALL 

DISCUSSION 

UAF is still pushing for representation on the PMT.  Chancellor Rogers is thinking there is a lack of 
standing academic representation on the PMT.  Outcome, there should be an alternate representative 

from each MAU (appointed by the chancellors) that come when academic topics come up for discussion 
on the PMT.  The representatives could come as backup when one of the two primary representatives 
could not come.  Michael:  What would stop the Chancellor from appointing an academic representative 
as one the main two members?  The alternate could come from the business side of the house.  Send out 

the material to all three representatives and they would need to decide amongst themselves as to who 
should be a voting at any given meeting.  
JOHN LEHMAN (Chair of the FAST committee) would be the representative at the PMT for UAF. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

PMT needs to discuss at their next meeting and reporting back to ITEC 

on July 7th   
Karl Kowalski July 7 

 



 

 
 

15 MINUTES 8.0 Declare Electronic Timesheets and 
Effort Reporting a system priority 

PAT PITNEY 

DISCUSSION 

Electronic Timesheets:  Need to go to effort reporting…if moving to this than we need to go electronic 
timesheets.  Currently UAF is consuming 400 hours a month to manage timesheets.  NSF is going to do a 

business review of UAF in the near future.  Pat would like to have a clear goal and action plan to go to 
electronic timesheets / effort reporting by this December with the idea of addressing potential 
deficiencies that might be noted by NSF.  JOE: Beth B. will discuss at Business Council 
tomorrow….possibly doable.  Banner 8 includes effort and time reporting in grants and contracts.  
MICHAEL: A lot of wasted energy with the existing approach.  Carol: In agreement with the need and the 

currently wasted effort.  The faculty need to be brought along as well.  Marsha Sousa:  In principle 
believes faculty will support the effort.  Time sheets and effort reporting are two separate projects…Joe‟s 
perspective.  Pat will be the champion for the effort.  IS THIS a priority?  ITEC declares this a priority.  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Generate a charge memorandum and Discovery Proposal for both new 

projects – Electronic Timesheets and Effort Reporting 
 
Business Council, HR Council, and RAC need to discuss this.  

Pat Pitney 

 
 
Joe Trubacz 

July 7, 2009 

 

 

 MINUTES 9.0 Minimum Data Security Standards LARWETH 

DISCUSSION 

Russ O‟Hare provides an overview of the data classification policy.  He is looking for feedback by June 
16, 2009.  Saichi has an issue with the “Internal User Data.”  Perhaps remove the example currently 
cited.  Steve: Having a short section for the President to sign-off on is a good approach.  Michael: Is this 
document to be put into university regulation.  Not structured the way a regulation is typical done.  Russ: 

This document will be reworked to match the regulation format.  Examples should be moved to  the best 
practices document.  Joe:  content-wise the document is okay. 
 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Rework the Data Classification document to follow the more typical look 
and feel of „regulations.‟ 

 

Russ O‟Hare  

 

 

5 MINUTES 10.0 Course Management Systems ALL 

DISCUSSION 

MICAHEL: Let‟s solve the identity issue first before everything else.  Michael does not see a justification 
for a single unified course management system.  Saichi:  Sees the justification existing.  Steve: Provides 

a background on the cost shifting to the MAUs and which group (PMT, ITEC) should be doing what.  
Michael and Steve: Discussion with Faculty and Students on what they functionally want?  CMT members 
were supposed to engage the campuses.  

 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

CMT to continue discussions   

 



 

 

 
11.0 PCI Compliance (Skipped – 

reschedule for next meeting)  
SMITH 

DISCUSSION  

CONCLUSIONS  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

   

 

 

 

2 minutes 

12.0 ITEC Charge to Improve User 

Access to Technology-Based Resources 
and Information 

RORY O‟NEILL 

DISCUSSION 
Rory discussed the abbreviated report with the ITEC members.  Some of the ITEC members want to see 
the full report. 

CONCLUSIONS  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Discuss full report in July or August PMO to schedule.  

 

 

 


